Coach’s Corner

Fitting Short-Draw Archers

By Larry Wise

Buying a bow to fit your 14-year-old is no longer a difficult proposition. This year, at the ATA Show, I saw many
short-draw bows available for youth and women. Bow manufacturers are now placing the correct amount of emphasis
on building draw length adjustable bows that fit shorter
people and meet the growing needs of archery-loving kids.
I know for sure that I’ve been presenting many more
Level Two and Level Three Coach Certification Courses over
the last four years. Much of that started with the “Hunger
Games” and “Brave” movies that featured youth archers,
attracting kids (and moms) to archery shops, clubs and
lanes. With so many more kids wanting to shoot, the need
for coaches increased and continues to do so.
As I surveyed the ATA Show aisles, I found that almost
every bow manufacturer had something to offer the shortdraw archer. In fact, I was very impressed with most of what

is now available for this group.
As I understand it, the Archery Trade Association (ATA)
draw length standard measures the true draw length from
nock to grip pressure point and then adds 1-3/4 of an inch.
This longer standard ensures that the bow-buying public
purchases arrows that extend well past the arrow rest. You
never see the true draw measurement because the ATA
wants the public to avoid buying arrows that are dangerously short and might be drawn off the rest and onto the bow
hand; you always see a longer and safer measurement.
Kids and many women have draw lengths that are less
than 26 inches while most adult-sized bows are advertised
with draw lengths of 27 to 31 inches. From what I saw at the
ATA Show, I can tell you that manufacturers are listening
to and understanding the needs of this valuable customer
group. With that in mind, I have some tips that will help
dealers get these short-draw folks fit for archery.

DRAW LENGTH: THE TOP PRIORITY

Visit any archery club and you’ll find lots of kids like these three
boys from my own Juniata County Sportsmen’s Association here in
central Pennsylvania. They come in all sizes and grow at different
rates throughout the year and that makes bow fitting an ongoing
process but I can assure you the dads at my club don’t mind that at
all. What helps is adjustable bows that will fit the archers over the
course of five or six years.

Nothing is more uncomfortable than a pair of work
shoes or athletic shoes that don’t fit correctly. If they’re too
tight or too loose, you can’t do your job well or play well.
Getting the proper fit is essential to good performance and
that’s no less true for shooting archery than it is for your
shoes. Only when the bow fits your body size properly do
you have your best chance to perform at your highest level.
PROPER HOLDING POSITION: Fitting a bow to an
archer is dependent on knowing how the archer needs to
position his or her body at full draw. Too many people in
all phases of archery don’t understand what this position is;
the better the bow fits the archer, the more enjoyment they
will get from archery. The concept is simple: set the archer’s
body position properly at full draw (holding position) and
then make the bow fit the archer. Far too often, a bow is
bought/sold without either the buyer or seller knowing what
the full draw position is.
HOLDING POSITION DEFINED: When is an archer
correctly positioned to hold a bow? How do you know for
sure when you’re evaluating a customer’s form? What are
the visual clues to full draw or holding position?
Body position here is observable. You can look at anyone’s body when they claim they are at full draw and know
for sure if they are or not. You just have to know the standard
model that defines holding position.
Holding position is the position to which you draw
the bowstring in order to place your shoulder and scapula
(shoulder blade) in the most effective location for executing
back tension. This places your holding arm elbow in line
with the arrow (from a top view) and allows you to most
efficiently transfer the holding force into the back muscles.
Those are the words but you need to know what it looks
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This front view of one of my local students at full draw position
shows how the drawing arm and elbow should be at least as high
as the arrow. Many archers like the holding elbow to be slightly
higher than the nock so the back muscles can have a little more
leverage during the holding and releasing phases of the shot. The
bow arm should be straight so the bones of the arm can resist the
draw-force of the bow.

In this picture, my student demonstrates proper full draw position with her drawing elbow and forearm in line with and behind
the arrow shaft. In this position, she can transfer the holding force
from her arm into her back muscles. This will allow her to use back
tension properly so her hand and arm will yield a smooth, relaxed
release and a natural follow-through.

should never be below the shaft, as that would push her
scapula too close to her spine and significantly reduce the
ability of the rhomboids to contribute to the shot process.
It’s all about leverage in the back muscles. Also note that
her bow arm is extended so the aligned bones can resist the
bow’s draw-force.
If an archer needs more draw length, the situation is easy
to deal with. Adding a longer D-loop will help temporarily at
virtually no cost. Eliminating the removable grip from the
handle will also help. Changing draw length modules nets
a bigger change, as does installing a longer string. Many
current short-draw model bows have adjustable rotating

like. It looks like the picture above. When you look at that
picture, what do you see? How do you know that this is correct and other positions are not?
What you should notice most
about the archer in the picture is her
drawing forearm. It is in direct line
with the arrow shaft as seen from a
top view. This tells me that her drawing shoulder is positioned so that her
right-side back muscles – the rhomboid muscles - can have maximum
leverage on her scapula (shoulder
blade). In short, she is able to transfer her holding power into her back
muscles and is able to relax most of
her arm muscles, aim steadier and
execute the shot more consistently
with back tension.
The full draw front view should This short-draw cam has two string anchor posts. At left, the bowstring is attached to the long
setting now and the short post will decrease the range of draw length for shorter archers. The
show her drawing arm either level draw length on this PSE cam can be lengthened or shortened from 11 to 29 inches by rotatwith the arrow shaft or with her ing the module visible at right to the different marked settings. It is currently set in the “G”
elbow slightly elevated. Her arm position.
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At the beginning of any of my
two day shooting schools, students have full draw positions of
all kinds. Here is a young shooter
that had a bow that was a little
short and wouldn’t allow her to
get her drawing elbow rotated
properly in line with the arrow.
Once we adjusted the cam modules to yield a little more draw
length, this young lady was able
to establish proper position and
begin executing shots with better form.

If a bow is adjusted too long
for an archer, then he or she
will rotate the drawing elbow
too far beyond the arrow line.
This young man’s position compresses his back muscles, making them inefficient for back
tension. This bow needed to be
adjusted to a shorter position
so that he could align properly
at full draw.
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Teaching archers how to stand properly begins with the letter
“T.” Here, my archery activity class at Juniata Mennonite School
demonstrates how to position their heads over their spines, with
their chins and shoulders level and arms extended.

modules that allow 1 inch draw changes but in some cases,
you’ll have to install a bigger cam to get more draw length.
Smaller diameter cams will net a shorter draw length.
ADJUSTABLE CAMS: Having cams that are easy to
adjust without a bow press is a real plus on a kids’ bow. Most
of the cams on the short-draw bows I see have cams much
like the one shown below. On the string side, this particular
cam has two bowstring anchor pins to allow adjustment
of bowstring length. The bowstring is anchored to the longer post.
On the back side or cable side of the cam, you can find
the movable draw length module. This module is set in position “G” to fit the archer’s correct holding position. Notice
that the cable can be adjusted into one of two slots, marked
“Growing” for shorter draw lengths and “Performance” for
longer lengths.
CONSISTENT RELEASE: In order to repeat shooting
effort at the highest level, you must place the drawing forearm directly behind the arrow shaft. It is from this position
that your release hand will escape cleanly and directly away
from behind the arrow nock when the release aid activates.
This aligned position also promotes equal pressure between
the bow hand and the release hand.
From other positions behind the nock, your hand and
arm may impart inconsistent pressures and torque to the
release and bowstring. This, in turn, will cause each arrow
to impact differently in the target. Holding the bow with the
arm muscles, as in the short-draw position shown at upper
left, will promote “plucking” the string if you’re finger releasing or pulling to the side (away from your face) while you
have a release aid in your hand. This also causes arrows to
impact left or right of the target center.
More emphasis needs to be placed on establishing
the correct position of the archer’s drawing shoulder and
shoulder blade. The National Training System uses the term
“holding position” in order to help students build a strong
mental image of themselves and their proper body position.
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already ahead of
me on this issue
because
most
shops have a lightweight
recurve
bow or a Genesis
bow for this purpose so the student-archer can
draw to their full
draw position with
freedom and ease.
Here’s where
an Easton measuring
arrow
comes in handy.
With the measurThe last step in building holding position is to bend the
ing arrow in place
The next step toward making proper holding
drawing arm at the elbow so that the release hand comes to
on the bowstring
position is to turn your head toward the target,
the side of the neck. From here, it is important to help each
and your archer in
keeping the chin level. Here, my class shows how
student get their drawing forearm in line with an imaginary
his or her proper
to make a “stop” sign toward the target, with
arrow, placing the drawing shoulder and shoulder blade in
the knuckles of the bow hand held at 45 degrees
the best position to use back tension. The line across the
holding position,
to the ground and the fingers relaxed.
shoulders should be parallel to the arrow.
you can read the
measurement at
It’s all about maximizing the use of your skeleton and mini- the arrow rest mounting hole in the handle riser to establish
mizing muscle use; it’s about relaxing as much muscle as the archer’s true draw length. Be sure to have a D-loop in
possible and that happens when the force you need to hold place and a release aid in the archer’s hand if they will be
the bow is transferred out of your arms and into your back. using those on their new bow; both of these affect the true
If you get all of your customers fit to this standard, everyone
wins. Everyone has the best chance to shoot well (and come
back to your shop for more stuff ).

FITTING KIDS AND WOMEN
Many of the short-draw archers you will fit have little or
no archery skill and that makes the fitting process more difficult. Here’s where a little of your own coaching skill comes
in handy. You can teach what’s contained in the National
Basic and Intermediate Instructor Courses: the archer’s T
position. Begin by having your student archer stand in a “T”
with their arms extended horizontally, hands palm down,
chin level and shoulders level. This is shown above.
While the student is looking straight ahead, have them
make a “fish hook” with the first three fingers of their drawing hand. Have them maintain flat knuckles with a relaxed
pinky and thumb. Next, instruct them to bend the drawing
arm at the elbow and a small amount at the shoulder until
the bent knuckle of the middle finger is under the tip of the
chin. This aligns the holding arm with the arrow.
Now, without moving the holding arm, the student
should turn their head to the target, maintaining a level chin.
Next, have them extend their bow arm toward the target,
forming a “stop sign” with their knuckles at a 45 degree angle
to the bow so the thumb pad and only the thumb pad will fit
onto the bow grip.
Be sure to adjust the holding forearm so that it aligns
with the imaginary arrow shaft, finalizing the full draw or
holding position.
Now the trick is to get the student into this position
with a bow and a release aid in their hands. I’m sure you’re
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draw measurement.
Remember that the true
draw measurement is not the
advertised draw length. The
ATA draw length is 1.75 of an
inch more than true draw.
Having this measurement established will enable
you to preset a new bow’s
draw length before you put
it in an archer’s hand. Once
it’s in their hand, you still
have to get them into proper
holding position again with
their new equipment. I
know that this is not always
an easy task but with the
archer already familiar with
the archer’s T and a welldefined holding position,
you have a clear objective to
reach. Constantly remind the
archer of this position and
help them reach it.

EQUIPMENT SURVEY
I saw lots of youth
and women’s bows at the
The PSE Fever bow will fit a
ATA Show. In fact, I was growing short-draw archer. The
impressed by their high adjustable twin cam has a draw
quality, so I’m going to range of 11 to 29 inches and
include a survey of one bow is a great choice for the youth
from each manufacturer in archer.
the following section.
PSE of Tucson, AZ:
(pse-archery.com)
The PSE Fever offers wide adjustment

Bear Archery builds the Cruzer
bow to fit short-draw youth and
ladies. This bow fits draw lengths
from 12 to 30 inches and adjusts
from 5 to 70 pounds, making it a
great choice for a growing youth
archer and learning bowhunter.

The Diamond Infinite Edge,
suited for female archers,
adjusts from 13 to 30 inches.
This bow is also a great choice
for the youth archer, as it
adjusts from 5 to 70 pounds.

and is ideal for a growing youth or short-draw
lady. This twin cam bow adjusts from 11 to 29
inches of draw length; can be ordered in maximum draw weights of 29, 40, 50 or 60 pounds
and is only 32 inches axle-to-axle. The quickchange rotating draw modules make it easy to
adjust to any growing archer.
Hoyt of Salt Lake City, UT: (hoyt.com)
The Hoyt Ruckus weighs only 3 pounds but
spans draw lengths from 15 to 27 inches in 1 inch
increments. It is available in draw weights from
15 to 45 pounds. This two cam bow is ideal for
short draw archers.
Bear Archery Of Evansville, IN and
Gainesville, FL: (beararcheryproducts.com)
The Bear Cruzer model features a 5 to 50
pound adjustment range of draw weight and
draw lengths that range from 12 to 30 inches. This
75 percent let-off bow fits shorter archers who
want to compete in 3-D archery tournaments.
Martin Archery of Walla Walla, WA:
At left, the Hoyt Ruckus bow caught my eye at the
ATA Show. The Ruckus sports a 15 to 45 pound draw
weight range, offers draw length adjustment across
15 to 27 inches and comes in all the Hoyt colors.
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80 percent let-off.
Mission Bows by Mathews of Sparta, WI:
(missionarchery.com)
The Mission Menace II is equipped with a new dual cam
system that is fitted with an OPTI module covering draw
lengths from 17 to 30 inches with draw weights ranging from
15 to 52 pounds. This 31 inch axle-to-axle bow has 70 percent
let-off and a mass of 2.8 pounds, making it a good match for
youth and ladies.
Parker Bows of Mint Spring, VA: (parkerbows.com)
The Parker Lightning adjusts across 10 inches of draw
length, from 19 to 29 inches, with draw weights from 30 to 60
pounds maximum. This is a 31 inch axle-to-axle bow with 70
percent let-off and a mass weight of 3.45 pounds. The twin
cam system is draw adjustable without a press, using a rotating module on each cam.
G5/Prime of Memphis, MI: (g5prime.com)
G5/Prime makes the Quest line of bows and in that line,
the short-draw model is the Radical. This 3.25 pound bow
has 80 percent let-off, is adjustable from 15 to 70 pounds
and offers draw lengths across the range of 17.5 to 30 inches.

SAFETY ISSUES

The Mission line of bows from Mathews features the Menace II
and Rally bows for 2015. The Rally, at left, is adjustable from 26
to 70 pounds and 22 to 30 inches of draw length. The Menace II,
at right, adjusts across 17 to 30 inches and 15 to 52 pounds at 70
percent let-off.

At right, Parker sells the Lightning with or without the
Outfitter Package, which makes it ready to shoot right
out of the box. This picture shows the Spider Web Black
finish.

NEW
Versa-Cradle Stand
& Bow Vise Combo
• 17” x 17” base plate
• 19.5” of elevation adjustment
• Powder-coated, steel construction
• Portable design
• Made in the USA

The best solution for
working on compound
bows & crossbows
— now more versatile
than ever!

2158_15

(martinarchery.com)
The most versatile short-draw bow from Martin
is the Explorer. It fits draw lengths from 20 to 29
inches with a smooth-draw dual cam that comes on
40, 50 or 60 pound maximum weight limbs. This 80
percent let-off bow has a mass of only 4.1 pounds,
making it easy to carry and hold.
Diamond Bows By Bowtech of Eugene, OR:
(diamondarchery.com)
The Bowtech–Diamond line features the
Diamond Infinite Edge bow for the short-draw
archer at 3.1 pounds of overall mass. The draw
weight range is 5 to 70 pounds with 75 percent letoff and the bow features draw lengths from 13 to
30 inches.
Darton Archery of Hale, MI: (dartonarchery.
com)
The Darton DS-700SD is designed to fit draw
lengths from 24 to 29 inches on a 30 inch axle-toaxle frame. It is good for kids and women with its 40,
50, 60 or 70 pound limbs and cam technology that
utilizes interchangeable draw length modules and

Fitting youth and lady archers has some special safety
considerations. Many of the youth archers you will outfit with
bows do not yet have the arm strength to maintain proper
holding position and must therefore be protected with an
armguard. Even with good arm strength, some have a bow
arm elbow that hyper-extends beyond straight, placing the
elbow in front of
the
bowstring.

PROUDLY DISTRIBUTED BY:

Big Rock Sports, H&H, Jakes, Kinsey’s & Pape’s
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At right, the Quest
Radical bow is designed to
fit draw lengths from 17.5
to 30 inches. It adjusts
in weight from 15 to 70
pounds and will fit most
every short-draw archer.

Think safety first and
cover these arms with
armguards; then help
these archers learn to
hold the arm straight.
Finger tabs are just
as important as armguards if your young
archer wants to shoot
fingers-style. Some find
them clumsy to use at
first but adjust quickly.
You should have a
chest protector available for the ladies.
Many female beginners
won’t have good skill in
standing in proper position and will need the
protection afforded by
a chest protector. If they

TARGET MORE
INTERNATIONAL
ARCHERS WITH
THE UK’S BOW
INTERNATIONAL
MAGAZINE
Target Archery ¤ Field Archery
Traditional Archery ¤ Target Crossbow
News ¤ Tech Tips ¤ Reviews
Event Reports
Call Hannah Benson: +44 (0)1926 339808
Email: hannahb@blazepublishing.co.uk
Visit: www.bow-international.com
JOIN US ON FACEBOOK OR TWITTER

Use an arrow marked with an inch-scale to determine an archer’s
true draw length between the nock and the grip pivot point or
arrow rest mounting hole. The Archery Trade Association standard for draw length on this bow is 1.75 of an inch longer than the
true draw length so that people buy arrows long enough to safely
extend beyond the target side (the back) of the bow. Be sure to use
a D-loop and release aid while making this measurement.

intend to continue in archery, you may want to make them
aware that sports bras are available and may do a better job
than the protector.
Kids just keep growing and you have to be aware of their
growth and, every four months, decide if their bows need
adjusting. Remember that they don’t grow at a consistent
and continuous rate; they grow in spurts, so keep a close eye
on the youth archers that come to your shop and suggest
draw length adjustments as needed.

CONCLUSION
The kids that come into your shop offer a great opportunity for your business but at the same time, they pose some
big challenges. Learning how to cope with these challenges
is essential if you want their business when they buy their
own bows.
I think the biggest challenge for a new archer is draw
length fitting. Getting it right at the beginning and then
keeping it right as youth archers grow is difficult at best. I
know the basics of this article will help with both of those
issues and I wish you luck with them. After all, the future of
archery and the archery business depends on our mutual
success.
Keep well; shoot straight.
Larry Wise
Editor’s Note: Larry’s latest book, “Larry Wise on
Coaching Archery,” is now available. This book is a compilation of over 25 ArrowTrade Magazine articles that Wise has
written and it can be purchased at www.larrywise.com or
through Archery Focus, an online magazine.
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